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A B S T R A C T . The aim of the paper is to present explicit formulae for parame ter 
es t ima tors and confidence regions in mul t ivaria te regression model wi th different 
kind of constraints and to give some commen ts to it. The covariance ma t r ix of 
observation is either totally known, or some unknown parame ters of it mus t be 
es t ima ted, or the covariance ma tr ix is totally unknown. 
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1. Introduction 
A multivariate regression model is considered in the form ([1]) 
y ~ n m ( X B , E ® l ) , (1) 
where Y_ is n x m random matrix (observation matrix), Y_ = ( y i , . . . , y m ) , 
Yi ~ n ( X / ^ C T ^ I n . n ) , i = 1, . . . , 771, B = (f31, . . . , / 3 m ) , C O V ^ , Yj) = <7i , j ln > n , 
/ <Tl , l , <7i,2, • • • , 0" l ,m \ 
0"2,1, ^ 2 , 2 , - . . , CT 2 ,m 
\ 0"m,l, 0"m,2, • • . , CTm ,m J 
XB is the mean value of the observation matrix -E(_y) — XB, X is an n x k given 
matrix and B is a k x m matrix of unknown parameters. IE 0 I is the covariance 
matrix of the observation vector vec( Y_) = (Y[, Y_\,..., Y^Y and the constraints 
can be given in different forms, e.g. GBH + G0 = 0, GB + G0 = 0, BH + G0 = 0, 
2000 M a t h e m a t i c s S u b j e c t C l a s s i f i c a t i o n : Pr imary 62H12, 62J05. 
K e y w o r d s : multivariate regression model wi th cons train ts, parame ter es t ima tor, confidence 
region, variance componen t , Wishar t ma tr ix. 
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Tr(G^B) + gi = 0, i = 1,... , g, etc. Here the matrices G, H, Go, Ĝ  are known 
and also the vector g = (Oi, O25 • • • > 9q)' is known. 
The constraints of the type GB + Go = 0 is considered mainly in the litcratuie 
(e.g. cf. [18]). In the case of modelling deformation measurement this kind of 
constraints is typical. Let a triangle network covering a part of the Earth surface 
characterize a state of the investigated area at some time. Measurement of 
distances and angles in his network is realized at the times t\ < • • • < trn. From 
the obtained results a geophysical research of the area (recent cru tal movement 
can be made. However measured distances /?i, /?2, P3 and angles /?4, /35, p^ in a 
plane triangle must satisfy constraints 
/34+/?5+/?6 = TT/2, PisinpQ = /33sin/?4, /32sin/?4 /32sin/35. 
After a linearization of the constraints and some technical adaptation we obtain 
constraints of the type GB + Go =" 0. Constraints GBH + Go — 0 are a moderate 
generalization useful in other structures of multivariate models, e.g. in giowth 
curve models. 
The model considered in the paper is regular if r(XU:k) — k < n, and S is 
positive definite (p.d.). The constraints GBH + Go = 0 are regular if r(Gq k) 
q < k & T(Hm?r) = T < m. The constraints Tr(G^B) + gi = 0, i 1, q are 
regular if r(Gqimk) = q < km, where 
vec(G'1)] , . . . , [vec(G;)]) ' . 
The covariance matrix XI can be either totally known, or it is of the form XI 
<T2V, where a2 G (0, 00) is an unknown parameter and the mxm positive definite 
v 
matrix V is known, or XI is of the form X] = ]T] 'OW ,̂ where # ( # 1 , . . . , i)p 
i 1 
is an unknown vector, 1? G 2? C Rp, $ is an open set and the m m symmetric 
matrices V i , . . . , \lp are known, or XI is totally unknown. 
The aim of the paper is to find explicit formulae for parameter estimator 
and confidence regions for the parameters, respectively. 
2. Parameter estimators 
2 .1 . T h e m a t r i x XI is known 
LEMMA 2 .1 .1 . Let the model and the constraints 
Y_ ~nm ( X B , XI Cg) I), Gq:k&k,<mWrn,r + Go
 — 0^ r , 
be regular. Then the best linear unbiased estimator (BLUE) of the matrix B is 
B = B - (X /X)-1G /[G(X /X)-1G /]"1(GBH + G0)(H
/XIH) ^ ' X . 
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and 
Var[vec(B)] = E <g> (X'X)"1 
- [EH(H / EH)" 1 H / E] <g> {(X / X)- 1 G / [G(X / X)- 1 G / ]" 1 G(X / X)- 1 }. 
Here B = (X'X^X'Y. 
P r o o f . In the univariate regular model Y ~ n (X/3, E) , bQji + Bq^fi — 0, the 
BLUE of 0 is 
(3 = 0 - (X / E- 1 X)- 1 B / [B(X / E- 1 X)- 1 B / ] - 1 (B /3 + b) 
and 
Var(£) = ( X ' E ^ X ) " 1 - ( X / E - 1 X ) - 1 B / [ B ( X / E - 1 X ) - 1 B / ] - r B ( X / E - 1 X ) - 1 , 
where fc = ( X / E " 1 X ) - 1 X / E - 1 Y (cf., e.g. [4]). Now it suffices to write the 
multivariate model in the form 
vec( Y) ~nm [(| <g> X) vec(B), E eg) I], (H
; <g> G) vec(B) + vec(G0) = 0 
and to use the equality vec(ABC) = ( C (g) A) vec(B). D 
COROLLARY 2.1.2. Let in the regular model the regular constraints are of the 
form Gq,kBk,m + G0,(9,m) = 0. Then 
B = B - (X /X)-1G /[G(X /X)-1G /]-1(GB + G0), 
Var[vec(B)] = E <g> {(X'X)" 1 - (X /X)" 1G / [G(X /X)- 1G / ] - 1G(X /X)- 1} 
= E(g) [fVlG/X'XMGt 
where M ^ = I — PG'> PC = G /(GG /)_ 1G. (Tfte notation + means the Moore-
Penrose generalized inverse of the matrix (cf. in more detail [19],). 
R e m a r k 2.1.3. In Corollary 2.1.2 the BLUE of B does not require the knowl-
edge of E . 
COROLLARY 2.1.4. If the regular constraints are of the form Bfc,mHm,r+Go,(fc,r) 
— 0k,r, then 
B = B - (BH + G o ) ( H E H ) 1 H / E , 
Var[vec(B)] = [E - E H ( H / E H ) " 1 H / E ] <g> (X'X)"1 
= ( M / / S -
1 M / / )
+ ® ( X / X ) - 1 . 
Here the knowledge O/E is essential. 
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LEMMA 2.1.5. Let the constraints be of the form 
TY(G1B) + a 1 = 0 , . . . , Tr(GqB) + gq - 0, 
and the matrix G = (vec(G / 1) , . . . , vec(G^) J is of the full Tank in rows, i.e. 
r(G) = q < km. Then 
vec(B) = vec(B) - [S <g> ( X ' X J - ^ G ^ G [S ® (X'X)"1] G'} * [G vec(B) + g], 
Var[vec(B)] = { M ^ E - 1 ® (X'X)]M6}
 + . 
P r o o f . Proof is analogous as in Lemma 2.1.L 
2.2. T h e m a t r i x S is of t h e form a2V 
LEMMA 2 .2 .1 . Under the assumption of Lemma 2.1.1 the estimator of a2 is 
o-j TriSjVjV'^/lmin - k) + qr], 
where 
v_j = Y-XB = v+kj, v = MxY, 
kj = X(X /X)-1G / [G(X /X)-1G / ] -1(GBH + G0)(H
/VH) XH'V, 
B = ( X ' X j ^ X Y 
The underlined symbols are used in order to emphasize that matrices (not te -
tors) are under consideration. 
If the observation matrix is normally distributed, then 
°i ~ ^xLin-kHqr/iMn ~ *0 + qr}. 
P r o o f . It is a consequence of the analogous statement on the e timator in the 
univariate regular regression model Y ~n (X/3, O~
2V), b + B/3 = 0, where 
aj-viV^vj/in + q-k), 
Vi= Y-xh= y - X / 3 + X ( X V - 1 X ) - 1 B / [ B ( X / V 1 X ) lB'} l(B(3 + b), 
/3 = (x /v-1x)-1x /v-1y. 
• 
LEMMA 2.2.2. Let v,v_j andk_i be matrices from Lemma 2.2.1. If Y_ is normally 
distributed, then v and k_i &re stochastically independent and 
k'jkj- VVm[O,O-
2VH(H/VH)-1H/V], v'j v7 = vV + *'/*/, 
where vv ~ Wm[(n — fc),O"
2V]. Here W m ( / , U) means the m-dimensional 
Wishart distribution with f degrees of freedom and variance matrix U. 
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Proof. Since v and B are stochastically independent, also the matrices v and 
kj are stochastically independent. Further the implication 
Ug, r-iV9r(0,T r>r®Sg>CJ) =--» U
/S"U-lV r[r(S),T] 
will be utilized. Since 




1G']-1(GBH + G0) ~ Wr[q, (H'SH)] 
and because of 
k'jkj = VH(H'VH)_1(GBH + G0)'[G'(X
,X)-1G']1(GBH + Go)H'VH)_1H'V, 
it is valid k!jkj ~ Wm[9,a
2VH(H'VH)-1H'V]. 
Further the equality k_j v = 0 can be easily verified and therefore 
V'JVJ = v'v + k!iki • 
• 
Remark 2.2.3. The relationships 
vec(i/) ~ Nnm[0,a
2(V ® Mx)}, 




2(v® Mx + [VH(HNH)"
1HN] <g> 
® {X(X'X)-1G'[G(X'X)-1G']-1G(X'X)-1X'})], 
are implied by Lemma 2.2.1. It can be easily verified that the matrix 
a - 2 (V- x ®l) 




--2^2 Since W ~ W m ( / , a 2 T ) = > ^ ( W T ) = O-
2x^(T)/, we have 
c>2 = T r C V ' M x V V - ^ / H n - f c ) ] , 
a 2 o r r = T r ^ V "
1 ) / ^ ) , 
a 2 = T r ( v / / u : / V -
1 ) / [ m ( n - k ) + O . r ] , 
(cf. also Lemma 2.2.1). 
Here a2 is the best estimator (i.e. it is unbiased and its dispersion is smallest 
in the class of unbiased estimators of a2) in the model (without constraints) 
Y_ ~ JVn m(XB, cr
2V <g) I). The symbol a2 denotes the best estimator of a2 in the 
model (with constraints) Y_ ~ JVnm(XB,O-
2V <g> I), GB + G 0 = 0. The symbol 
O~2orr denotes a correction term (due to constraints) which must be used in order 
to obtain the estimator a2 of a2. 
Thus 
aj = [m{n - k)a2 + qra2OTT]/[m{n - k) + qr] 
and we can judge the influence of the constraints GBH-fGn = 0 on the estimator 
of a 2 . 
R e m a r k 2.2.4. If the matrix £ is of the form S = cr2V, there is no problem to 
write directly expressions for the estimators considered, since they do not depend 
on the parameter cr2. The parameter a2 occurs in their covariance matrices only 
and thus it must be estimated by the help of a2 from Lemma 2.2.1. 
v 
2.3. The matrix S is of the form £ ^V* 
i=i 
LEMMA 2 .3 .1 . In the univariate regular model 
Y~n (x/3,£W), fa + B/3=0, 
^ 2 = 1 ' 
the function /i(#) = h'ti, i? € 0, can be estimated by MINQUE iff 
h eM \S(MXMB,X0MXMB/)+) > 
where 
M ( S ( M x м в / £ 0 M x м ß , )
+ ) ~ { S ( Л í x м e , E o M X M в , ) + " : u Є M
p j , 
{SWx»в,ЪMx»вЛj
 = Ћ [ ( M ™ в , S o M X M в , )
+
V i x 
x (м X M ß /SoMxм в , ) vĄ, i,j = l,...,P. 
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s 0 = 5:^
(0)v i, *
(0> = ( < ) , . . . , < ) y , 
j = i 
S ( M X M B , E 0 M X M B / ) + A =
 ft> I// = V - X/3, 
/3 = /3 - (X/S0-
1X)-1B'[B(X/S0-




and i?^0^ zs an approximate value of the vector t?. 
Proof . The considered model can be rewritten as 
V - X / 3 0 ~ n ( x K B 7 , X > V i ) , 7 G R ^ , A4(KB) = /Cer(B), 
where 6 + B/30 -= 0, i.e. /30 is any solution of the equation b + B/3 = 0. Then 
the i90-MINQUE can be written in the form ([20]) 
p 
/I'tf = Y, Ai( V - X y 3 o )
/ ( M x x B S o M X K B )
+ V i ( M x K B S o M ^ B ) + ( y - X/30). 
i = l 
Since 
( M x * B S 0 M X K B )
+ ( y - X / 3 0 ) 
= [SQ-1 - So ^ M B K M B ' X ' S O ^ X M B O + M B . X ' S Q - 1 ] ( y - X/30) 
= So' [y - x(/30 + {i - (X
/ S 0 -
1 X)- 1 B / [B(X / S 0
1 X)- 1 B / ]- 1 B} 
x (x ' s 0
1 x)- 1 x / s 0
1 y) + {X/30 + X ( X ' S 0
1 X ) - 1 B / 
x [B(X/S0-
1X)-1B']-1(-b)}] = So X(V - X/3) = S 0 ̂ ^ 





COROLLARY 2.3.2. In the regular multivariate model 
v 
Y_ ~nm (XB,^'O \ (V 2 :£ l)J, Gg5/eB/,5mHmir + G0 (g r) — 0, 
2 - 1 
the tfo-MINQUE of the function /i(#) = h'V, i? £ d, exists iff 
ҺeM (n- fc)SEQi + ^ S H ( H / E o H ) iH/ 
where 
{ S/T(//'s0/L) !//' r — Ti 






i , j = l , . . . , p . 
/ťtf = j ] A, T r t ó ^ S o ^ i E o 1 ) , 
where 
( т г - k ) S E i + ç S Я ( я ' E 0 я ) - я ' Л - / 7 . 
г - 1 
wheie 
P r o o f . With respect to Lemma 2.3+ 
p 
HV = J ] AJ[vec(j//)]'(S0-
1 ® l)(Vj <8i l ) ^ 1 ® ') v e c ( v J 
= ^ A J T r ( u
/
/ ^ S 0
1 V l S 0 -
1 ) , 
% 1 
ft € M (S^) , A - [M{I0X)K(H,0G} (SO ® l)M(i®x)KlH, a 
The matrix A can be rewritten as follows 
A ( S 0 1 ® I ) - ( S 0 1 ® I ) ( I ® X ) [ M / / G ' ( - V ® ' ) M / f ® G ' ]
 + (l X ' ) ^ 1 ® ! ) 
- S 0 "
1 ® M X + [H(H
/ S 0 H)-
1 H / ]®{X (X / X ) ^ [GfX 'X ) 'G']"1 x 
xG(X'X) - 'X' } = S 0 "
1 ® M X + A 1 ® A 2 , Ax = H(H'S0H)
 1H / , 
A2 = X(X
/X)-1G'[G(X /X) XG'] ^ ( X ' X ) " 1 ^ (idempotent matrix). 
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Further 
Tr[A(Va <g> |)A(Vj ® I)] = Tr [(So"
1 ® M x + A : <g> A2)(V ť <g> l)(S0T
1 ® M x 
+ A i ® A 2 )(V, ® I)] = T r ( ( S 0 ^ i S o ^ j ) ® M x 
+ [H(H/S0H)-
1H/VÍH(H'S0H)-
1H/VJ ® { X Í X X ^ G ' x 
x [ G Í X ^ - ^ r ^ í ^ X ) - 1 ^ } ) =Tr(M x)Tr(S0-
1V iSo
1V j j 




= {(n-A,)SE-i + gS i / (H-SoJÍ)-iJ/,} . 
D 
R e m a r k 2.3.3. If the matrix (n — k)SE 1 + qSH^HITtQH^-iH, is regular, then 
the vector # can be estimated and 
ů = [n - k)SE i + <ISЯ(Я'£0Я)-iЯ' 
1 - 1 
/ T r ^ j / . S o - W i S o - 1 ) 
V T r O / ^ S o ^ V i S o - 1 ) 
In the case of normality 
Vartf0(i?) = 2 (n - k)SE-i + qSH(H^oH)-iH, 
R e m a r k 2.3.4. If H m ? r = l m ? m , then 
(n - A:)SE-i + qSH{H,xoH)-iH> = (n + q- fc)SE-i. 
If Gqtk - lfc,fc, t h e n 
( n - f c ) S E - i TgSH ( f f / S o H) I F = ^ S E Q I +fc(sH(if 'E 0H)-
1H / ~ S E D
1 ) -
LEMMA 2.3.5. Fez, 6be morJel 
vec(V) ( l ® X ) v e c ( B ) , S ® l ) 
S = j]i? i(V i®l), 
Gvec(B)+gr = 0, 
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be regular. Then the tf0-MINQUE exists for the function /i(tf) ti&, & e tf, 
tffheM(S*), 
{ S ^ = T r ( { G [ £ o (X'X)"1]^} ' G K V . E O " 1 ^ ) (X'X) ^G') , 
L, . . . ? І У , 
and £ben tfie <dQ-MINQUE of h(-) ish^-f^X, Tr(j/
/
/j//E0 ^ . S Q
 x). Here 
i 1 
в - B 
v 7 = У - X B , S,A = /i, 
devec([S0 ® (X^XJ-^CJGpo ® (XXГЧČ'} ' (G vec(B) + g-)). 
The operation "devec" creates the kxm matrix from the mk- dimensional vector 
[So ® ( X ^ - ^ G ^ G p o ® (X'X)" 1 ]^} * (G vec(B) + g) . 
7/ l/ie matrix S* is regular, then 
Ů = s:1 
T r ^ ^ S o ^ i S o 1 ) 
T r ^ ^ S o ^ p S o 1 ) 
I/X ^ normally distributed, then Var^i?) = 2S* 1. 
Proof . With respect to Lemma 2.3.1 
{S*}M- - Tr{ [ M ( / ^ X ) M G / (SO ® \)M(I®X)M0, ( S 0 0 I)] (V, I) 
x M ( J 0 X ) M G / ( .So®l)M ( / ( g ) X ) M G / ( .So®l) (Vj I)}. 
Here 
M (I®X)M, „ ( S 0 ® l ) M ( / л : ) м r , ( S o ® l ) 
So"1 ® I - (So"1 ® X){MÕ [So"
1 (X'X)]MÓ}
 + (S 0
 x ® X') 
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and thus 
{S.K, = nTr(.£o'V.Z^V,-) - 2Tr({M d , [So"
1 ® (X'X)]Md ,}
+ x 
x [(Eo ^ . . S o - 1 ^ - 1 ) ® (X'X)]) + Tr({M d , [So"











-2TY({M^, [SO"1 ® (X'XJJMg^KEo xViEo'V.-So') ® (X'X)]) 
= -2nTV(E0"
1ViSo"
1VJ) + 2 T T ( { G [ E 0 ® (X'X)"





1 ® ( X ' X ^ M g ^ K E o ' V i S o x) ® (X'X)] x 
x {Md, [So"
1 ® (X'X^M^Yi&o'Vj^1) ® (XX')]) 
= n l r ^ o ^ i E ^ V ^ - ) - T T ( { G [ E 0 ® ( X ' X ) "




The rest of the proof is obvious. • 
Remark 2.3.6. If the constraints are given in the form GBH + Go — 0, H ^ I 
and G vec(B) + g = 0, the the #o--ocalry best linear estimator of B is known 
only. However if the estimator of i? is sufficiently precise, then the estimator # 
can be used instead of the actual value i?* of the parameter i?. What means 
"sufficiently precise1' is commented in Section 3. 
2.4. The matrix E is totally unknown 
Analogously as in Remark 2.3.6 the constraints GBH + Go = 0, H ^ I and 
G vec(B) + g = 0, respectively, make problems in the estimation of B when the 
matrix E is totally unknown. A Eo-locally best estimator of B can be obtained 
easily, however an investigation of statistical properties of a plug-in estimator, 
i.e. the estimator of B with an estimated covariance matrix, is difficult. One 
possibility offers the following Lemma 2.4.1. However it is necessary to say 
something in advance. 
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Analogously as in [17] and [3] let an univariate regular model 
Y ~ i V n ( X / 3 , £ ) , b + B / 3 = 0, 
be under consideration. Let /3 be any unbiased estimator of /3, e.g. (3 = 
MB ,X~ V - B^BB')"
1**, and let v = ZV + z - /Vn(0, W). The class of all 
linear unbiased estimators of zero function of the parameter (3 is 
Co = {U'MXMB, Y + u ' M x M ^ X B ' t B B ' ) " ^ : u e R
n } , 
i.e. /3 is the BLUE of (3 iff V{ii e R n } cov(u'MX M f J , ,/3) = 0 (in more detail cf. 
[4, Chap. 10]). This class is created of all linear combination of the components 
of the vector Z Y + z ~ Nn(0, W). Further 
ß Nk+n ß 0 
U, V 
V, w 
If fS = 5^ u a u^ ~ W n ( / , -S) (Wishart distribution with / degrees of freedom), 
o==l 
i.e. ua ~ Nn(0, £ ) , a = 1 , . . . , / , and H i , . . . , u/ , are stochastically independent, 
then 
/ 
/1 "; Ж ì = .Dv«,i>vá,2)'«,i,v;,2) ~ wfc+n V, w a = l 
f ( u, V 
•!> I v ' , W 
where ( V ^ , V ^ 2 ) ' = (
 M f l * u a , a = 1, . . . , / • 
In the following text the symbol ^ means 
"conditioned by (Vi?2 , . • -, V/>2, v)". 
If the matrix S is substituted into the BLUE /3 of (3 instead of E , then we 
obtained the plug-in estimator denoted as (3. 
LEMMA 2 .4 .1 . If the Wishart matrix / S ~ Wn(f, -2), / > n + 1. is independent 




/3,Var(/3)ll + — 
where 
and 
Var(/3) = U - VW _ V 
= (X^E-^X)- 1 - (X / E- 1 X)- 1 B'[B(X' :S- 1 X)- 1 B']- 1 B(X' :E- 1 X)- : l 
Д Û - V W - V ) ~ Wk(f - r (W), Var(/3)]. 
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^ ... ^.—. x.{p) ~(v\ ^ . . ^ 
Proof. The plug-in estimator is (3 = j3 - VW" v and (3 = ft J - V ^ W" v. 
Here 
0{P) ~ Nk[f3-V\N-v,Var(h)}, 
. f . P _ 
E(v<p>) = ( i / / ) £ ( E vgVa.2) = (i//) E vw-vQ)2v;)2 = vw-w. 
a = l a=l 
Thus 
x(p) -
E(/3 ) = /3-VW-£> + VW-WW-t> = ^, 
since P{i> € Nf(W)} = 1 = > W r i = i>. 
The vectors /3 and V(p)W~.> are stochastically independent, thus 
Var(3 P ) = Var(/3(P)) + Var(V(p)W-J>) 
/ „ / 
= Var(^) + Var(E Vip)V^)2W-i>) = Var0) + Var0) E(
V«,2W_i>)2 




The other statement is well known (cf, e.g. [18]). • 
Remark 2.4.2. The residual vector 
v=Y -XP=Y - X ( X ' S 1 X ) - 1 X ' S - 1 Y + X ( X ' S 1 X ) 1 B ' x 
x [B(X'S-1X)-1B']-1[B(X'S-1X)-1X'S-1V + b] 
depends on the matrix S, however v = ZY + z does not depend on it. Thus 
there exists a regular matrix RE with the property v = RE t> and 
Var(./) = £ - X(X'S-1X)-1X' + X(X'S-1X)-1B'[B(X'S-1X)-1B']-1 x 
x B(X'S"1X)-1X' = RsVar(V)R'E = RSWR'E. 
Let v = Y - X/3. Then v = Rsv and 




R sWRs = R5(ZSZ')R^ = S - X ( X ' S
1 X ) 1 X ' + X ( X ' S 1 X ) 1 B ' x 
x[B (X 'S- 1 X ) - 1 B']- 1 B (X 'S- 1 X ) - 1 X ' . 
Since one version of the ^-inverse of the matrix R5WR5 is S _ 1 , we have 
i>s-V ß ~Nk /3,Var(/3) 1 + 
/ 
where v = Y — X/3. 
THEOREM 2.4.3. Let the multivariate model and constraints 
Y ~ JVn m(XB, £ ® I), GBH + G0 = 0, 
be regular. If / f ~ Wnm(f, £ ® I = T) . / > nm + 1. which is stochastically 
independent of Y_, is at our disposal, then 
Ä ( P ) 
B ~Л t f e m B.Varlvecd)] , + MMTllíííM 
where 
B = vec(B) - [(I ® X ' ) f _ 1 ( l ® X)] X(H ® G') x 
x | ( H ' ® G) [(I ® X ' ) f -\\ ® X)] _ 1 (H ® G ' ) } " 1 [(H' ® G) vec(B) + vec(G0)], 
v_j = Y - XB, § = ( X ' X ) - ^ ' V . 
Proo f . Regarding Lemma 2.4.1 and Remark 2.4.2 we have 
ua ~ І V n m ( 0 , T ) , a = l,...,f, 
l ® X - - P н ® ( P G ' X - ) 
v a 
/ 
Ua ~ Nkтn+r, 
v a Д EДV:;)^.,VL,) -ҷj : 
u, V. 
w 





Now it can be proceeded as in Lemma 2.4.1 and Remark 2.4.2. D 
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Remark 2.4.4. Even if the conditioned estimator B has only restricted ap-
plication, it can be suitable utilized in the determination of a confidence region. 
Since 
/ ( 0 - VW-V') ~ Wkm[f - r (W), Var[vec(B)], 
r(W) = nm + qr — km, 
/ T - i -xùO 
в ~л t f e m 
B,Vaг[уec(§)] 1 + [ v в c ( ń ) l ' T - v e c ( ^ ) ] 
and U — VW V' and B are stochastically independent, the Hotelling theorem 
([18]) can be used. With respect to it 
[vec(B - B)] ' [/(G - V W - V Q ] Vec(B - B) Xr{Var[vec(g]} 
-i i [vec(frj)]/f-1 vec(frj) v 2 
1 "+" / /-r(W)-r{Var[vec(Ei)]} + l 
and thus this random variable does not depend on the condition (pI and it can 
be used for a determination of an exact (1 — a)-confidence region. Since one 
version of (U — VW~V/)~ is (I eg) X / ) T - 1 ( I 0 X), this region can be written in 
the form 
£=U: GBH + GO = 0 [ v e c ( B ~ -»)]'[(• ® XQT ̂ ( l ® X)] vec(B - I) 
J ' i , [vecjvriyf-1 vec(uj) 
^ f{km - qr) _ c\ _ n\\ 
2- n . -, rkm—qr,f—nm-fl v 1 ^ j f * 
/ — nm + 1 I 
Remark 2.4.5. Unfortunately a realization of the matrix T cannot be written 
in the form S (g> I. Until now author has not been able to find a matrix of the 
form S eg) I with properties necessary for the validity of Theorem 2.4.3. Thus 
the explicit formulae are rather rough. Except this the degrees of freedom / 
must be larger than the number nm + 1 in order the matrix T can be inverted 
(/ < nm + 1 ==> T is singular) and thus / could be huge number. Therefore 
the plug-in estimator given in Theorem 2.4.3 will be used rarely. 
It seems that the approach given in the next section has a greater chance to 
be used in applications. This approach is demonstrated for a determination of 
a variance and a confidence region. 
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3. Sensitivity approach 
Let in the model (1) an estimator of the function /(B) — Tr(AB), B e {U : 
GUH + G0 = 0}, be considered. If E(0) - £ W , tf € _ C W, then the 
i90-locally best estimator of the function /(•) can be determined only, i.e. 
B# = B - (X'X)-1G'[G(X'X)-1G']-1GBH[H'E(i9)H] ^ ' - ( t f ) 
-(X'X)-1G'[G(X'X)-1G']-1G0[H'S(i9)H]-
1H'S(i9) 
= B - K = B - (p{X'X) ')' B P ^ } - ( X ' X ) - ^ ' 
x[G(X'X)-1G']-1G0[H'E(i9)H]-
1H'S(i?), 
K = (X'X)-1G'[G(X'X)-1G']-1(GBH + Go)[H'E(0)H] ^ ' - ( t f ) . 
LEMMA 3.1 . 
(i) Tr(AB t f+w) « Tr(AB,,) + fc'<J0, 
{*}* Tr A K E - ^ ^ V i M ^ ' s(«) г = l,, 
(ii) Tr(AB^) and k are uncorrelated and E(k) — 0, 
/ j - l , . . . ,p. 
P r o o f. 
(i) 
{ * } . = 
_ ӘTr^AB,,) 
ôtf, 
= -Tr(A{(X'X)-1G'[G(X'X) ^ ^GBH + G o x 
<9 
.. ð i? ť[H_.(0)H]-
1H'E(0)}) 
= "^ (AÍX^-^CtGÍX^XJ-^CJ-ҶGB + G0){-[H'_(iӮ)H] ^ ' V . H x 
[H'S(й)H]_1H'S(й) + [ н ^ ^ н j ^ н ч } ) ^ - T Г J A K E - Ҷ ^ V . M ^ ^ 
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(ii) The equality £(GBH + G0) = 0 implies E(k) = 0. Since vec(Btf) = 
vec(B) — vec(K) and 
vec(K) = ( P = w ) ' ® ( P ^ " 1 ) ' ] vec(B) + ( { S ^ H I H T ^ H ] - 1 } ® 
® {(X'X)-1G'[G(X'X)-1G']"1}) vec(Go), 
we have 
cov vec(B#),vec(K) = cov < I ® I — (•>?•>)'• ( p g / H ' vec(B), 
(pr)'®(P^r l) /]vec(B)} 
Since k is a function of the matrix K and Tr(AB) is a function of the estimator B, 
cov[Tr(AB), k] = 0. 
Let 
U = A(X'X)-1G'[G(X'X)-1G']-1G, 
W» = H t H ' S ^ H J ^ H ' E t i ^ i r ^ V i M ^ 0 . 
Then 
cov({k}i,{k}j) = cov[Tr(UBWi),Tr(UBWj)] 
, / - " L " . v , . . v J*r = [vec(U'W^)]'Var[vec(B)]vec(U'W;.) = Tr[WiU(X'X)-
1U'WjS(i?)] 
and 
{Var(fc)}^. = l r J p ^ E ^ ^ V i M ^ A Í X ^ - ^ C I G Í X ^ X Î G ' ] - 1 
XGЏXУ^GJ-^GЏXУ^CIGЏXУ^G^GЏX)-1*} 
'PІWE-^WViM^AЏXУ^P&x^ІЇVjҖů)]. = Tr 
D 
Let the variance of the estimator Tr(AB) of the function 
/(B) = Tr(AB), GBH + Go = 0, 
be under consideration. The problem is whether the a priori unknown param­




T H E O R E M 3.2. If the observation matrix Y_ is normally distributed and 
Sfte {u: u / Var(/c) i/<c 2 } , 
then 
|Var[Tr(AB l 9 + ^)] - Var[Tr(AB l 9)] | & 6ft'Vax(k)5& < c
2 . 
P r o o f . Proof is a direct consequence of the assumption and Lemma 3.L D 
COROLLARY 3.3. If the realization of the estimator Tr(AB^) is given, then also 
the vector k is given and the implication 
\k'5ft\ < e = » | Tr(AB^+^) - Tr(AB^)| < e 
is obvious. 
If it is known that with sufficiently high probability the actual value 5ft 
ft* — ft lies in the domain {8 ft : \kfSft\ < e} (this fact can be verified by 
Remark 2.3.3,). then the best estimate Tr(AB#*) differs from the estimate 
Tr(AB#) less than e. 
Moreover, if ft* = ft + 5ft, where 5ft' Var(/c)(Ti9 < c 2 . then also the variance of 
the best estimator Tr(AB^*) differs from the variance of the estimator Tr(AB# 
less than c 2 . 
Let now a confidence region for B in the model (1) must be determined in the 
v 
case X = J2 $1^1-
i=l 
Since the estimator 
B(i7*) = B - (X / X)- 1 G / [G(X / X)- 1 G / ]~ 1 (GBH + Go)[H'i:{0*)H]-
1H'Y:('d*) 
depends on ft* (the actual value of the parameter ft) and it can be easily proved 
that 
{Vartf* [vec(EV)] }~ = H~l(ft*) ® (X'X), 
the (1 — a)-confidence region for the parameter B can be written in the form 
={"•• GUH + Go = 0, Tr 
íí.a*\ (U - Bđ.) X'X(U - Bđ.).S
_ 1(ö < 
Let 
<Xfcm-«,r(0» 1 -")ř-
k(ů) = Tr[(B - B ø / x ^ B - B„)E-Ҷø) 
(Obviously k(-d*)~xL-nr(0).) 
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-fcTr[S-Ҷi?*)V i] + <7Tr{н[H
/.S(t?*)H]-1HN i}, 
(дk(ů) 






Proof . Since 
дB* 
дůi •д=s* 
(X'X)-1G/[G(X/X)-1G]-1(GBH + Go) x 





x (GBH + G0)[H
/S(iӮ)H]-1HN iM^*
).S-Ҷ î9*)(B - Btì.)'\ 
- T r (B - Bt,.)
/X/X(B - BđOE-Ҷ^JVíE-Ҷi?*) 
Now the substitution 
Bđ. = B - (X
/X)-1G/[G(X/XY1G/]-1GBH[H/E(ø*)H]-1H/.S(ø*) 
is used and thus 
ŐÄ;(tf) 
ŐЛ 
= T r í C I G ^ X ^ G T ^ G B H + G 0 ) [ H ' S ( T ? * ) H ] - 1 H / V Í H 
$ = $* K 
x[H'S(i9*)H/]-1(GBH + G0)
/}-Tr[X /X(B-B)S-1( i?*)V iS-
1( i?*)-1(B-B) / ] 
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In the following consideration the equality 
.B[lr(USVT,)l = {E[vec(B)]}'(V®l)')E[vec(r)] 
+ Tr{(V ® U') cov[vec(Y), vec(S)]}, 
which is valid for any random matrices S and T, is used. Thus 
(дk(ů) 
V дůi 
= Tr ({[H^S^^Hj^HV.H^S^jH]- 1 }® 
® [GÍX^X)-^']-1) Var[(H' ® G) vec(B)]" 
- T Г ( { [ E - Ҷ I Г ) V І E - Ҷ I Ӯ * ) ] ® (X'X)} Var(B - §)) 
= ^ ( { [ H ^ ^ J H j ^ H Ч н } ® {[GlX^XГ^CJ^GlX^X)-^'}) 
- TГ{[S-ҶI?*)VІ] ® (x^xxx^x)-1} 
= -fcTr[S-Ҷö*)Vi] +gTr{н[H'S(iӮ*)H]-1HNг}. 
In order to obtain a formula for cov 
lowing notation is used 
(dk(Ů) \ fdk(Ů) \ 
the fol-
AУ = Tr^tGÍX^-^CJ-ҶGBH + Go) x 
x [H'S(i9*)H]_1HNгH[H'S(iӮ*)H]"ҶG§H + Go)'}, 
-A2 = - T Г [ X ' X ( B - § ) S - Ҷ Î Ӯ * ) V І S - Ҷ I 9 * ) ( B - § ) ' ] , 
Bx = Tг^fGřX^-^Cj-ҶGBH + Go) x 
x [H'Ъ(ß*)H\-Щ\lЩH'Җů*)H\-y(GBH + G 0) '}, 
-B2 = -Tr[X
/ X(B-B)S-Ҷø*)V í -S-Ҷø*)(B-B)
/ ] . 
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(дk(ů) \ (dk(\ 
Ů=Ů*) ' \ dů Ů=Ů-
= cov(Лi,-Л 2 ,ßi -B2) = 
cov(.Ai, B{) - cov(.Ai, B2) - cov(A2, Bx) + cov(.A2, B2). 
Let 3 = B - B, T = GBH + G0. Then 
vec(T) = - ( H ' <g> G) vec(S) + (H' <g> G) vec(B) + vec(G0). 
Now the relationships 
cov [тríAiSBiSO.TríAj-SBjS')] = 2Tr{(B^ ® Ať) Var[vec(3)](B; <g> A,-) x 
Var[vec(3)]} + 4{£[vec(3)]}'(B^ <g> Ať) Var[vec(3)](B;. <g> Aj)£;[vec(S)], 
cov[Tr(ASBЗ'),Tr(CTDT')] = Tr{(B' <g> A) Var[vec(3)][(U'D'U) <g> 
<g> (VCV)] Var[vec(S)]} + 4Я[vec(S)](B' <g A) Var[vec(S)][(U'D'U) ® 
® (V'CV)]£[vec(3)], 
where vec(T) = (U eg) V) vec(H), will be utilized in the following calculation. 
Thus we obtain 
cov(i4i,Bi) = 2Tr[({[H'S(tf*)H]-1H'V íH[H'S(#*)H]-
1} ® 
<g> [ G t X ^ ) - ^ ' ] - 1 ) {[H'53(0*)H] <g> [GÍ^X) - 1 ^ ]} ({[H'S(i?*)H]-1 x 
x H N j H ^ S ^ H ] - 1 } ® ^ ^ ) - ^ ' ] - 1 ) ^ ^ ! ? * ) ^ ® 
® [G(X'X)_1G']}] = 29Ti'{H[H'S(i9*)H]-
1H'ViH[H'S(t9*)H]-
1H'Vi}, 
• cov(,42, Bi) = -2Tr [[S(ťr ^ ^ S "
1 (ů*)] ® (X'X)][53(0*) ® (X'X)-X] x 
( { H ^ S i r j H l ^ H ^ H ^ E ^ J H ] - ^ ' } ® { G ' [ G ( X ' X ) - 1 G ' ] " 1 G } ) X 




2QTr{H[H'E(#*)H]- 1 H'V i H[H'S(ir)H]-
1 H'V J } = - c o v ( ^ i , B 2 ) 
= -cov(Ai,J5i), 
(A2, B2) = 2Tr({[S( 1r)-
1V lE-
1( 1r)] <g> (X'X)]}[E(0*) ® (X^)"
1] x 
x {[•£(ů*)-lVj-Z-
1(ů*)} ® (X'X)]}[E(i9*) <g> (X^)"1] 
= 2fcTr[E-1(i9*)ViE-1(^*)Vj]. 
In the following text the notation (cf. also Corollary 2.3.2) 
{ S s - x } . . =Tr[E-
1 (^*)ViE- 1 ( i?*)V J -] ) i,j = l,...,p, 
and 
{ S H ( / / ' S H ) - 1 K ' } i ) i = 1 v { H [ H ' S ( ^ ) H ] -
1 H N i H [ H ' E ( r ) H ] - 1 H ' V , } , 
D 
i,j = l , . . . , p , 
will be used. Thus 
Var ( —g^~ J =z 2kSE-i - 2qSH{HITiH) iH,. 
COROLLARY 3.5. Let 
a' = ( a i , a 2 , . . . , a p ) , 
a2 = fcTrjsr
1^*)^} - g T Y J H l H ^ ^ * ) ^ ] - 1 ^ ^ } , i - 1,... ,p, 
A = 2fcSs-i - 2gSif (if'EH) -H'-
Then 
k(l?*+0"l9)^k(^*) + rc((57?), 





= ^ ( T r j l G Í X ^ - ^ q - ^ G B H + G0)[H
/E(ů*)H]-1H/V,H[H/E i9*)H]-x 
i = l 
x (GBH + G0)'} - Tr[X'X(B - B)E-
1(i9*)VzE-
1(i?*)(B - B / ] ) ^ 
a?гd 
£[«(£#)] = -a'öů, Vаr[л(<rø)] = Sů'A6ů. 
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THEOREM 3.6. If 
50 e \ u : u e MP, [u- ct(t
2A - aa')+a]'(t2A - aa')[u - ct{t
2A - aa')+a\ 
< 
cìt2 
i 2 -a 'A+aJ ' 
then 
P { B € £ = {U: U€.MfeXm, GUH + G0 = 0, Tr[(U - I t,.+M)'X'X x 
x (U - l t , .+ M)E-
1(0* + S0)] < xL- q r(0,1 - «)}} > 1 - a - e, 
where Jv[kxm is the class of all k x m matrices, t is sufficiently large number 
satisfying the relationship 
P{K(S6) < -a'Sd + tVSti'ASti } « 1 
and ct satisfies the equation 
P{xlm-qr(Q) -- xL-qr(0, 1 - a) - Ct} = 1 - Q - £, 
*-e- ct = xL-qr(°, - ~ a) - xL-gr(°> 1 - a - e). 
Proof. Regarding Theorem 3.2 
fc(0* + <*#) « fc(0*) + K(&0) and P{fc(#* + <5#) < xL-gr(0,1 - a)} 
« ^ { x L - ^ 0 ) + K(S4) < xL-9r(0, i - a)} = P{xL-9r(0) + «(*>) 
< xL-9r(0,1 - a)\K(S0) < C}P{K(S#) < c} + P{xL-^(0) + «(**) 
< xL-,r(0,1 - a)\K(S0) > C}P{K(60) > c}. 
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If K(6<&) < c occurs with probability near to 1, then P{k(<d* + 5<d) < 
x | m _ g r ( 0 , 1 — a) — c] > 1 — a — e. Now the number c can be found for a 
given e and the number t must bo chosen such that n(6<d) < —a'6<d + tv6<d'A6<d 
occurs with probability near to 1. 
If the numbers c and t are given, the nonsensitivity region can be found as a 
set {6<d : t25ti'A5<d < (c+a'5<d)2}. The equality 
t26<d'A6<d = c2 + 6<d'aa'6<d + 2ca'6<d 
can be rewritten as 
(5$ - u0) '(t
2A - aa')(6<d - u0) = c
2 + c2a'(t2A - aa')+a 
where tin -= ct(t
2A — aa')+a. Here it is necessary to remark that a G 
M(t2b-aa'). Since 
(£2A - aa')+ = (t2A)+ + (t2A)+a[l - a ,( t2A)+a]-1a /( t2A)+ 
1 . A+aa rA+ 
= T7TA+ + t2 t2(t2-a'k+ay 
we have 
c2 + c2a'( i2A-aa' )+a= ^ 
t 2 - a 'A+a ' 
D 
Sensitivity approach for other statistical inference is used in [4], [5], [6], [7], 
[8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16]. 
A c k n o w l e d g e m e n t . Author would like to express many thanks to the referee 
for his thorough reading of the manuscript and advices. He discovered many 
typing errors and other mistakes which author missed. 
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